
License Type Term (Annual Lease) Perpetual (Initial Purchase 

w/Ongoing Maintenance Fee)

License Use Rights Authorized End User Supported Operating Systems Installation Concurrent Use - you can 

install and run the license on 

multiple computers at the 

same time

Administrative/N

on Academic Use

Graduate Assistant 

Standard Desktop 

License

$2,250 for SPSS Base 

License

Modules: Advanced and 

Regression $1,249 each

Approximately $600/yr per  

per named user

Estimate 20% of license cost 

per user for ongoing 

maintenance fees- 

approximately $120 each user

1 License per Computer  Authorized User for the Academic Institution When ordering state the operating system you use so 

that you will receive the proper quote: Windows, Mac, 

Linux. A separate license must be purchased for each 

operating system; For example, if you have both a Mac 

and a Windows computer you will be required to 

purchase 2 licenses 

An Authorized User License is 

created for a specific computer

Yes Yes Yes  

Faculty Pack $255/Yr N/A Single-user licenses for 

educators to integrate 

statistics and 

quantitative 

methodology into their 

course curricula  

A Faculty Member, which is an individual who 

actively teaches a course utilizing IBM SPSS 

Programs for a degree granting institution, for 

classroom teaching and non-commercial academic 

research.

Use of the Program is restricted to use by a 

Faculty Member for teaching and Non-

commercial academic research means research by 

a Faculty Member where (i) the results of such 

research are not intended primarily for the benefit 

of a third party; (ii) such results are made available 

to anyone without restriction on use, copying or 

further distribution; and (iii) any copy of any such 

result is furnished for no more than the cost of 

reproduction and shipping.

When ordering state the operating system you use so 

that you will receive the proper quote: Windows, Mac, 

Linux. A separate license must be purchased for each 

operating system; For example, if you have both a Mac 

and a Windows computer you will be required to 

purchase 2 licenses

A single-user license allows you to 

install SPSS Statistics on up to two 

computers, if

those computers are only used by 

the same person.

No No No

Academic Authorized 

User

$800/Yr Approximately $900 per 

Named Individual User

Estimate  20% of license cost 

per license per named user 

approximately $360 each

Specific Named 

Individual  user 

accessing the product in 

any manner.

 An entitlement for an 

Authorized User is 

unique to that 

Authorized User and 

may not be shared, nor 

may it be reassigned 

other than for the 

permanent transfer of 

the Authorized User 

entitlement to another 

person.

Use of the Program is restricted to classroom 

teaching and non-commercial academic research 

("Campus Use"). Non-commercial academic 

research means research by degree seeking 

students and faculty members where (i) the 

results of such research are not intended primarily 

for the benefit of a third party; (ii) such results are 

made available to anyone without restriction on 

use, copying or further distribution; and (iii) any 

copy of any such result is furnished for no more 

than the cost of reproduction and shipping. Any 

other use including but not limited to university 

administration and operations is strictly prohibited.

When ordering state the operating system you use so 

that you will receive the proper quote: Windows, Mac, 

Linux. A separate license must be purchased for each 

operating system; For example, if you have both a Mac 

and a Windows computer you will be required to 

purchase 2 licenses

 The Program may be installed on 

any number of computers or 

servers and each The named 

authorized User may have 

simultaneous access to any 

number of instances of the 

Program at one time.

Yes No Yes if you pay for a  

license and 

document them as 

a named user

Limited User Network 

Concurrent License

Approximately $2,250 for 

SPSS Base License

Modules: Advanced and 

Regression $1,249 each

N/A  For concurrent use, X 

number of concurrent 

copies are installed on 

the network so x number 

of people can access the 

software at one given 

time.  

This license is necessary for Lab and shared system 

settings.  The department is required to have a 

dedicated server and software administrator 

available.

Before end users install IBM® SPSS® Statistics on their 

desktop computers,  the lab manager must install

the network license manager.The platform on which the 

network license manager is running does not have to 

match the platform on which the client is running. For 

example, a Linux license manager can serve up

licenses for Windows clients.  

You administer the license manager using the license 

manager tools, which are available only

for Windows.  You need at least one Windows machine 

on which to install the license manager tools.

The license manager will deny 

access to any session that is more 

than the number of licensed keys.  

This is set up by the lab manager. 

More information on the set up 

can be found here 

ftp://public.dhe.ibm.com/softwar

e/analytics/spss/documentation/

statistics/20.0/en/client/Installati

onDocuments/Linux/Network_Lic

ense_Administrators_Guide.pdf

Yes Yes Yes

License Purchase


